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Introduction 

The payment option plays an important role in the online store. Create multiple payment rules for 

the online store is the main thing for the store owner. In the eCommerce store, all payment 

methods are not available for all customer groups. Payment Restrictions Magento 2 extension 

allows creating various and flexible payment method conditional rules for specific products or 

specific categories. 

Payment restrictions Magento 2 extension helps to restrict the payment methods on order 

subtotal, shipping method, shipping region, product attributes, SKU, store views, specific days and 

customer groups. Also, disable a payment method for a specific store view payment method not 

show if the customer will come from different store views. 

Payment Restrictions Magento 2 extension allows the store owner to restricts cash on delivery 

payment method on any days of the week for any particular customer group. Also, the admin can 

allow bank transfer for wholesaler customer groups for their big amount of purchase. Payment 

Restrictions Magento 2 extension helps the store admin to restrict certain payment method 

options for the customer as per country, state, city, zip code. 
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Payment Restrictions Extension in Magento 2 compatible with any payment method to improve 

the productivity of the online store. The store admin can create multiple payment restrictions 

rules. 

CREATE MULTIPLE RESTRICTIONS RULES 

Magento 2 Payment Restrictions helps you to create multiple rules for restrict payment method 

based on various condition and configuration. With Payment Restrictions extension restrict the 

payment process based on the business requirements that improve the whole payment system of 

Magento 2 stores to exceed productivity. 

The store owner will remove the option of paying through COD or cheque for a specific condition 

like a specific product, category and customer group. 

SELECT SINGLE OR MULTIPLE PAYMENT METHOD FOR RESTRICTIONS 

Admin can select multiple payment methods while creating restrictions rules and set its priority 

base on the store’s requirement. 

Also Admin can set status enable or disable payment restrictions extension as per business 

requirement. 

RESTRICT PAYMENT METHOD BY PRODUCT SKU, CATEGORY ID AND 

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES 

You can restrict selected payment methods based on certain product attributes, multiple SKU and 

category. 

The payment method will not display if fulfill any condition. You can select ‘any’ or ‘all’ option 

based on the requirement. 

RESTRICT PAYMENT METHODS FOR SPECIFIC DAY 

Disable a payment method for the specific day while bank or an offline payment not available 

With this extension stop ‘offline payment’ (like bank transfer) on weekends and restrict all 

payment methods or any particular methods on any day and time.  
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RESTRICT PAYMENT METHODS BASED ON SHIPPING METHODS AND 

BILLING ADDRESS  

Restrict payment method by shipping carriers like Fixed, FedEx, UPS, table rate, store-pickup, etc. 

Restrict payment methods like COD, Bank transfer, etc. when selected specific shipping method.  

Restrict payment methods based on the customer’s billing address. 

 Postal Codes 

 Restrict by Country 

 Restrict by Region (state, province, etc.) 

PAYMENT RESTRICTED FOR STORE VIEW AND CUSTOMER GROUP  

Disable a payment method for a specific store view payment method not show if the customer will 

come from different store views. 

Also, you can disable the payment method for the selected customer group. 

Features 

 Extension allows payment restrictions method based on rules. 

 Restrict payment methods for various subtotal and product attributes. 

 Restrict payment methods for various shipping method, shipping region. 

 Disable any payment method for as per condition combination. 

 Restrict payment of any product as per its availability. 

 Compatible with any payment method to improve stores productivity. 

 Support all type of products. 
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Configuration 

Here is easy way we teach you How to set payment restrictions Magento 2 Extension in website. 

 First of all login in admin panel of Magento 2 website. 

Than go to stores of admin panel and select configuration. 
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Click on CynoInfotech and Payment Restrictions 

Choose enable or disable mode of extension. 
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Salse  Section: 

 Go to sales menu, select Size Chart Manage. 
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Payment Restrictions Rule  
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Installation Guide 

 Download extension zip file from the account and extract it 

 root of your Magento 2 installation and merge app folder 

 folder structure --> app/code/Cynoinfotech/PaymentRestrictions 

 

After this run below commands from Magento 2 root directory to install module. 

 Run :cd < your Magento install dir > 

 php bin/magento cache:disable 

 php bin/magento module:enable Cynoinfotech_Payment Restrictions 

 php bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy 

 php bin/magento setup:upgrade 

 rm -rf var/cache var/generation var/di var/cache 

 


